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Introduction  
Moutoa Bush Reserve is a 9ha lowland forest remnant, consisting of kahikatea (Dacdac), miro 

(Prufer), tawa (Beltaw), Rewarewa (Kniexc)and Titoke (Aleexc), with a small list of other understory 

plants predominantly pigeonwood (Hedarb) and Kaikomako (Pancor).  Conspicuously absent from 

the understory is Kawakawa (Macexc) and for much of the forest remnant, so too were any 

seedlings of the parent trees found in the block. 

 

In June 2018 RoM received resourcing from the Department of Conservation (DoC) to undertake 

urgent pest weed and animal control at Moutoa Bush Reserve which is part of the RoM Treaty of 

Waitangi settlement property inventory.   The Reserve was identified as being under considerable 

threat by possum (Trichosurus vulpecula) to the point of near collapse of some of the canopy tree 

species. This work was prompted by a site visit carried out in April by Te Ao Turoa Enviro-Centre 

(TATEC)staff and a DoC representative.   

The workstreams required were identified as; brush tail possum control due to excessively high 

densities, an area of expanding tradescantia (Tradescantia fluminensis) infestation, and a mop up of 

new growth following previous Oldman’s Beard (Clematis vitelba) eradication undertaken over the 

last few years. 

 

Pigeonwood was flowering at the time of September trapping. 

 

Control Measures Employed 
Control measures were carried out using Victor style No.1 leghold traps for possums, and knapsack 

spraying to eliminate the plant weeds.  Coreflute™ chew cards were also placed at intervals 

throughout the reserve to help identify the range of pest animal species inhabiting the reserve.  

Their placement will also enable the identification of any invasion or upswing in rodent numbers 

that may occur following the reduction of brush tail possums. No rodent sign was recorded in the 

initial assessment. 
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To facilitate the animal pest control TATEC staff mapped 40 possible trapping stations and associated 

trails which were put in during the month of September 2018.  This followed the purchase of 100 

possum, leg hold traps and several hundred orange track marker triangles. 

 

 

Trapping commenced 26th of September 2018 with the placement of 80 traps (2 leghold traps at 

each station).  These were set consistent with the National Possum Control Agency (NPCA) best 

practice guidelines and checked each day for 5 days. Records of nightly catch and trap status were 

taken and are presented at the relevant section of this report. 

Weed spraying of tradescantia was straight forward as the infestation was quite discrete in size and 

did not contain any notable specimens of native vegetation making it possible to blanket spray the 

affected area.  However, control of this weed was timely as the infestation boarder was encroaching 

onto the last remaining rear fern specimen in the Reserve. The fern was a single plant at a point mid-

way along the eastern fringe of the reserve at a point where the reserve is partially divided by a 

grassy finger of low vegetation. 
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One of the 4 ferns recorded in the Reserve  

Only two small vines of OMB were found and cut and treated with Triumph gel.  There is a patch of 

OMB still existing in the Reserve, however, due to it being an on the ground patch and the prolific 

grass growth it was not possible to find this plant at the time of our initial works.  A further visit later 

in the season will be required to locate this patch and will be timed to effect control measures 

before seed set to stop the spread of OMB at this site.   The future visit will also coincide with 

further pest animal control activities, and forest health recovery observations.   

 

Tracks and Trap Station Establishment. 
 

         

Trap station access trails and trap stations placed at intervals throughout the Reserve. Last photo 

shows tree with extensive trunk scaring from possum movements up the tree either to feed on 

foliage or access adjacent trees to browse.     
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Species List Birds  
A species list of birds was compiled while our staff were servicing the trap lines. The observations 

and species list included possible nesting behaviours and or nesting impacts. 

Species /common names Nesting. 

Magpie; Gymnorhina tibicen Yes nest observed in tree at trap 5. 

Starling; Sturmus vulgaris Not observed but an egg was found on ground 
at trap 23. 

Tui; Prosthemadera noveaseelandiae Not determined. 

Kereru; woodpigeon; Hemiphagus 
noveaseelandiae 

Not determined. Seen in aerial display over 
reserve and in flight to surrounding area. 

Piwakawaka; fantail; Rhioidura fuliginosa Not determined. 

Kotare; Kingfisher; Tadiramphus sanctus Pair seen consistently near access point 
suspected nest site and nesting calls heard. 

Tiu; Sparrow; Passer domesticus No nests or behaviour observed. 

Mallard; Anus platyrhynchos Nesting near trap 5 and evidence of past nest 
prestation by possums at trap 12 and 16. 

Kararo; black back gull; Larus dominicanus Not observed, though several were seen in a 
large group in a neighbouring paddock. 

Spurwing plover;Vanellus miles Suspected nest in paddock next to Reserve. 

Black bird;Tardus merula Not determined. 

Matuku moana; White faced heron; Egretta 
novaehollandiea 

Not determined seen in paddock next to 
Reserve. 

 

        

Duckling hatched from this nest during trapping (Photo 1).Starling egg found while servicing traps 

day 3.  Several shell fragments were found with typical possum bite marks evidenced that nest 

predation was occurring. 

 

Magpie nest trap in tree above 5.  
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Trap Results   
Table1.Summary of results daily catch, total, Escapes and bycatch. Last column:possums per hectare.   

Summary 

62 
of 
80 

45 of 
80 

23 
of 
80 14 of 80 

11 
of 
80 

5 
of 
80 TOTAL 160 possums caught 

17.
8/h

a 

Escapes 
and by-
catch 

3 
5 plus 

1 
rabbit 0 

1 plus 1 
hedgeho

g 5 2 
Total 16 escapes, 1rabbit, 1 

hedgehog  

joey's 
15 

17 7 8 0 3 

Total 50 Joey’s caught in 
addition to the adults 

trapped  

 

 

      

25 
/ha 

 

Table 2; daily trap catch.        

Key; G= gray, B= Brown, F= female, M= male, J= juvenile, GF+J= Gray female + joey (may include 2J 

indicating twins), similarly BF+J= Brown female +joey, GM or BM= Gray / Brown Male.  

HedgH= hedgehog, Rabbit by-catch.  Final row contains daily totals.  NB, 60/80= 80% trap catch night 

1 declining to 5/80= 1% by night 6. 

Moutoa Bush Reserve Trap Catch 

Date 27/09/2018 28/09/2018 2/10/2018 3/10/2018 4/10/2018 5/10/2018 

WEATHER FINE FINE RAIN FINE FINE FINE 

1 GF+J    0 GF+J     0 0     0 HEDGH  0 GJF    0 0     0 

2 GM  GJM GF+J     0 GF    GF+J GM    GF+2J GF    0 0     0 

3 GF     GF BM   GF+J GJM   0 0     0 0     0 0     0 

4 GF     GF+J BF    GM 0     0 BF+2J    0 0     0 0     0 

5 GM     0 0     0 0     0 BF+J    0 0     0 ESC    0 

6 BJM    0 GM     BM GM    GF+J BJM    0 0     0 0     0 

7 BM     GM 0     0 BF     0 GM    ESC BF     0 0     0 

8 BM     0 GF+J     0 0     0 0     0 0     0 GF+J   0 

9 GM     0  GF+J    GF+J GF     BM 0     0 ESC    0 0     0 

10 GM    0 GF     0 0     0 0     0 GM    0 0     0 

11 GM     BF+J 0     0 0     0 0     0 0     0 GM     0 

12 BM    BF+J RABBIT  0 BF+J     0 0     0 ESC    0 0     0 

13 BM    GM 0     0 0     0 0     0 0     0 0     0 

14 GF+J     GM GM     BM 0     0 0     0 BM    0 0     0 

15 BM    ESC ESC   GM GM     0 BM     0 0     0 GJM    0 

16 GM  ESC BM   ESC BT 0     0 0     0 0 0     0 

17 GM     0  GM     BF GM     0 0     0 0 0     0 

18 BF     0 BF+J    0 GM     0 0     0 ESC    0 0     0 

19 GF     GM 0      0 GF     0 0     0 0     0 0     0 
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20 GM    GF BF     0 0     0 GF     0 0     0 0     0 

21 GM     GF GM     0 GM     0 0     0 0     0 GJF    0 

22 GF     BM GF    GF+J BF     0 0     0 GF    0 0     0 

23 GF     0 GF      GM GF     GM 0     0 BJM    0 0     0 

24 BF     BM GM    GF+J 0     0 GM     0 0     0 0      0 

25 GM     GF+J GM     GF+J 0     0 0     0 0     0 0     0 

26 GM     GF+J 0     0 0     0 0     0 ESC    0 0     0 

27 GF+J    0 ESC      0 GF+J    0 0     0 0     0 0     0 

28 GF+2J    0 0     0 0     0 0     0 0     0 0     0 

29 GF+J    GM GF     0 0     0 GM     0 BF    0 0     0 

30 GM     GM GF+J     GF 0     0 0     0 0     0 0     0 

31 GM     GF BF+J    GF+J 0      0 0     0 ESC    0 0     0 

32 
BF+J    GM GM     0 

GF+J   
GF+J 

GF+J    0 0     0 
0     0 

33 
GF+J +GJF  

GM 
GM    GF+J 0     0 GF+J    0 GM    0 

0     0 

34 GM   BM ESC     GF+J 0    0 0     0 GM    0 GF+J   ESC 

35 GM    0 0     ESC GM     0 0     0 0     0 0     0 

36 GF     GM GF+J    0 GF+J    GM GM     GF 0     0 0     0 

37 ESC     0 GM     0 0     0 0     0 0     0 0     0 

38 GM    GF+J GF     GF 0     O 0     0 0      0 0     0 

39 BM     GF+J GF+J   GF 0     0 0     0 GM    0 0     0 

40 0 0 0 0 0 0     0 

 
 

     

Total  62/80 45/80 23/80 14/80 11/80 5/80 

 

Other Observations of Interest. 
During the course of the possum trapping operation there were a number of interesting 

observations made relative to the extremely high densities of possums occurring in this forest patch 

(results: 27possums per hectare).  Nationally 9-12 possums per hectare is considered high.  There 

are very few cases of densities being reported higher than this with one report of an area with 

25possums per hectare (Phil Cowan 2002., lead vertebrate researcher Landcare Research pres 

comms).   

This was a spring trapping event, having occurred in September and October of 2018. There are only 

a handful of historic reports of brush tailed possum spring breeding in NZ, none where reported 

spring breeding included twinning. Typically, possum population densities exceeding 15possums/ha 

result in unsustainable intra-population competition for food and resourcess, and often leads to 

smaller than normal individual sizes, and low reproductivity in that population. Disease rate usually 

increase as well during the periods of high population densities.   

The possums taken in this trapping event were in good health of comparable size and weights to 

other less dense populations, and the rate of pouch young found in spring points to an unusual 

situation occurring at Moutoa Bush Reserve.  Not only was the observation of this being a spring 
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breeding site, there was the occurrence of twining in the joey’s found during the trapping.  4 females 

were caught carrying twin joey’s, 2 sets quite small and not furred, a second set with darkening fur, 

and a fourth set of joey’s of different ages!  This observation is one not before reported in NZ.  It is a 

peculiarity of the marsupial reproductive system that female marsupials can produce milk of 

different formulations to feed joey’s of different ages, but given the impacted state of NZ forested 

eco-systems it has never been observed in NZ before much less being photographed. 

           

        

Of the 4 sets of twins recorded at Moutoa Bush Reserve the third set, displaying the age variation 

was such that 1 ‘twin was considered a back rider, given it was fully furred and of much larger size 

than is sibling.  An examination of the mother’s teats showed both were still in uses, with the smaller 

twin still firmly attached to 1 teat, as would be expected given its developmental stage. 
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There a several elements of this trapping event that makes it unusual outside of it being a recent 

observation of spring breeding.  The densities were high during the trapping, but during the pre-

assessment densities were even higher with several possums being seen during the mid-day site 

walk over. There was scattered evidence in September 2018 when trapping commenced, that some 

natural mortality had occurred over the winter period, as decomposing bodies were found in the 

Reserve while traps were being placed at the designated stations in September 2018.  

   

 

Of the 81 females removed from the bush remnant 55.6% were carrying pouch young.     Almost half 

of the female trapped were carrying young, of these 4 females were found to be carrying twin joey’s.  

As per the ethical euthanaisia protocols set by the NPCA, females carrying joeys require the joey’s to 

be humanly terminated, these two showed a range of different age classes with several joey’s being 

almost pre-dispersal back riders in excess of 200mm, to joey’s measuring just over 30mm snout to 

vent length, they enter the pouch at 20mm after a short gestation in the womb. 

Understory 
The pre-trapping forest health assessment categorised the bush remnant as heavily degraded with 

excessive folia browse on many of the mature forest trees and extensive trunk scarring across the 

bush remnant, there were innumerable possum den sites found in both the pre-assessment and 

during the access track establishment and trap station marking.  The forest floor also displayed 

excessive tracking with ‘possum runs’ and as previously mentioned 5 possums were observed 

feeding on the forest floor during the pre-assessment walk over.    
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It was at this time that it was noted there was little to no evidence of forest regeneration with only a 

few seedlings being found, and those being of non-canopy species.  It was only following the 

commencement of trapping that there was an absence of kawakawa (Macexc) from the entire 

Reserve where bush remnants in proximity to Moutoa have abundant kawakawa.  It’s found at Wai-

pipi-o-maihi, Himatangi, and Omarupapaku Reserves.  Further searches revealed there are very few 

fern species present, approximately 5 species were recorded, with one single fern plant being a rare 

coastal fern (Asplenium hookeranium?) which was under threat becoming extinct due to the 

encroachment of the tradescantia which has now been sprayed as part of the September/October 

2018 work programme that is covered in the next section of this report. 
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Weed Control 
Consistent with other retired remnants Moutoa had some weed issues several of which the 

Department has undertaken eradication programs to such an extent that OMB and tradescantia are 

almost totally gone for the forest, with one small patch of tradescantia and 2-3 OMB vines needing 

treatment. 

  

Several areas of rank pasture grasses and other herbaceous weeds may become problematic in 

future, thus ongoing monitoring and control will be required. Both to limit their impacts on existing 

forest cover, but to also aid seedling germination under the parent trees around the edge of the 

reserve and internal forest gaps where weeds and grasses have established in disturbance sites. 
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Appendix 1  

Den Sites and Tree Nest Site Occupancy 
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Appendix 2 

Photos of folia browse across species in Reserve. 
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Appendix 3 

Photo of possible location of OMB not found due to long grass  
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Appendix 4 

photo of seedling found at various locations in Reserve. 
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Appendix 5 

Photos of additional regeneration issues and weed encroachment 
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Appendix 6 

Ferns found in Reserve. 
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Appendix 7 

Evidence of Past Disturbance  
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Appendix 8 

Possum carcass scavenged during trapping. 
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Appendix 9 

Photo of egg predation at other locations in Reserve. 
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Appendix 10 

Insect sign found during possum and weed control program. 
 

  

 

        


